
 

 

 

 

 

 Compréhension : (8pts) 

1- Read the texts, then write `True’  or`False’. ( 4pts ) 
 

a- Alicia is from Sydney. ……………………. 

b- Shakira is a famous American singer …………………………… 

c- New Delhi is the capital city of India …………………………….. 

d- Indian’ s national sport is cricket ……………………………….. 
 

2- Answer these questions from the texts ( 4pts) 
 

a- What’s the capital of  Colombia ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………..  

b-What’s the national sport of Colombia ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

b- Where’s Salman from ? 

 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………..  

c- What’s the national food in India ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 LANGUAGE : ( 4pts)  
 

3- Complete the sentences with the affirmative form of to be . ( 2pts) 

a- I …………….. a really good student. 
b- My teachers ………………… helpful. 
c- The math class ………………… interesting . 

d- They ……………..from liverpool. 

   

Hola ! My name’s Alicia and I’m from Colombia . The capital city of my country is Bogata. Our 

national sport is football , but cycling is also very popular. Our favourite food is `patacones’ (fried 

bananas ) . Shakira is a famous singer . 

 

 

  Namaste ! My name’s Salman and I’m from India . New Delhi is the capital city of my country . 

Our national sport is Cricket . Curry is our national food . Aishwarya Rai and karinsma kapoor are 

famous Indian actresses.    
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4- Write the short form of the verb ‘to be’ in these sentences . ( 2pts) 

a- They are very popular .  ……………………………………………………………… 

b- She is my best friend .    …………………………………………………………….. 
c- We are in the new school . ………………………………………………………… 

d- I am kind . ………………………………………………………… 

 

5- Write the plural of these nouns . ( 2pts) 

a- Key : ………………..                    C- child : …………………………… 

B-  wife :…………………                    D- page : …………………………… 

 

6- Circle the correct answer (2pts) 

a- I  / My friend claire is from France. 

b- She /  Her surname is Smith . 

 

 Vocabulary : (2pts) 

7- Complete the following chart (2pts) 

             Country     Nationality 

     France ………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………. German 

Greece ………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………… Australian 

 

 Everyday English: (4pts) 

8- Complete the dialogues from the list given (4pts) 

 

Good afternoon     –     Nice to meet you     –     See you later     –     Good night 

 

1 - A   Hello My name’s Anna . 

      B   Hello I m John 

       ………………………………………….……….. 
      A   And you . 

  

2 - A   …………………………………….……….. 
      B   Hello a cup of tee please . 

 

3 - A   Goodbye  

          Have a nice day . 

     B   Thank you . 

           ………………………………….……….. 
 

4 - A   ………………………………………….. 
      B   Sleep well .  

 

 


